
“EVERY TIME I GO TO A MOVIE,
IT’S MAGIC, NO MATTER WHAT
THE MOVIE’S ABOUT.”

- Steven Spielberg

Backstage
Backstage is a Slovak movie
about a dance competition and
all the drama that occurs when 
 young dancers compete. It's
about love, lies, friendship,
glamour and competition. 

The Norwegian movie is about
two mountain villages that are
fighting each other. They com-
pete in a cheeserace, but in the
end the main character learns
that winning isn't everything. 

Noah from Denmark thinks that the movie is
funny. The movie shows norwegian culture in a
great way, however the jokes can be hard to
relate to if you're not from scandinvia

Louis and Luca - 
The big cheese race

Suck me Shakespeer
A young German guy is let out of
prison and discovers that a bag of
money is hidden at a school. Trying to
get the money, he starts working at
the school, where he teaches a  group
of young rebels about ?. 

Why I chose the movie...
Alzbeta, Slovakia: "I chose "Bacsktage" because it is
about dance and I really liked the movie. I also thought all
teenagers would like it, since it's about problems you
meet when you are young."

Karianne & Liv, Norway: "The big Cheese Race is a classic
childrens movie in Norway. We thought it would be a
great way to show the norwegian culture"

Marie and Noah, Denmark: "In Denmark we are very
proud about our royal history. Therefore, it could be nice
to share one of the more spectacular stories. This movie
was also nominated for an Oscar, which is a great
honour!"

Katja, Germany: "My friends and I found "Suck me
Shakespeer" really funny. I also realised that some people
in the group already had seen it, wich kinda proves my
point;)"

This poster is made by Marie Holt Hermnasen, Denmark

A Royal affair
The Danish movie is about Queen
Caroline Mathilde. She was a Danish
Queen in the 18th century, who had an
affair with the royal house doctor.
Together they made reforms to give
rights to the ordinary Danish citizens.

Karianne from Norway says that the movie  where
both catching and leranful. She liked that there
where a love triangle and history

Movies are a huge part of a country's culture. In
this project, each country (Germany, Denmark,
Norway and Slovakia) chose a movie for the
participants to watch. We want to experience
and share different cultures, while disscusing
the things that makes us wonder. In this poster
you'll learn more about the movies,  why we
chose them and what makes them special.

Erasmus+
Nemesis 
Movies in cultures

Marie from Denmark says that even though
the movie has a plot that has been seen before,
the clothes and surroundings shows the
Slovak culture, and that's super cool!

Alzbeta from Slovakia found the movie hilarious.
She watched it severel times and found the humor,
culture and plot amazing!


